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Welcome to “our” classroom, I look forward to a great year working with you. This letter is to both parents and students, 

it contains information regarding my class, requirements, and procedures. It is very important for both parents and 

students to review the information, sign, and return the form to me. 

 

My main goal is your success in my class. If you feel you need additional help please let me know ASAP. If at any time 

you have questions or concerns please do not hesitate to talk to me in class or contact me via email: 

aimee.belknap@dcsdk12.org. Please “help me help you” be successful!! 

 

Classroom Philosophy 

To prepare students for the “Journey of Life” and build sturdy human beings that have the required skills to be ready for 

corporate America. Have a positive mindset that will give students the confidence to become successful math students. 

Overcome fears and take risks; learn from their experiences and failures.  Know how to access information and use it to 

solve problems. Create a toolbox of what they need and take out what they don’t. Finally, build relationships through 

collaboration in solving real world problems. 

 

Class Website 

I have a very useful web site https://sites.google.com/a/dcsdk12.org/aimee-belknap/ . The site contains a great deal of 

information; the notes given in class, a class calendar with important dates, assignment information and due dates, links to 

the online textbook, links to resources, handouts, worksheets, online graphing calculator, useful sites, printable graph 

paper, etc. Please take the time to visit the site and look around at what I consider “the most useful tool in my classroom.” 

Add the site to your favorites for easy access throughout the year. You can also access the page through the CMS Website 

under Math Department Faculty, and then click on my name. 

 

Google Classroom 

Please add yourself to our Google Classroom, this is where you will find all important information about assignments, 

links to the class Google Meet, important messages and information from me. You should check in daily, especially when 

not in the physical classroom.  

 

Course Agenda – Following the Colorado Academic Standards 

The following is a list of concepts we will cover throughout the year. 

• Properties of Exponents 
• Solving equations & inequalities 
• Linear Equations 
• Systems of Linear Equations & Inequalities 
• Linear, Exponential & Quadratic Functions 
• Polynomials & Factoring 
• Solving Quadratic Equations 

 

Daily Supplies 

The following is a list of essential supplies needed for the class. Some materials can be shared with your other classes, just 

be sure to bring them to math class. Having your supplies each and everyday is critical to being successful in class and to 

your education, not to mention it is a part of your work habits grade. 

• Plastic Pocket Folder specifically for math class 

• Graph paper: Notebook or spiral 

• Graphing Calculator (TI 83 or TI 84 Preferred) 

• Pencils, Pens, and eraser (Can be shared with your other classes) 

• 3 Ring Binder (this will stay at home to keep resources, notes & assessments in) 

 

 

Google Classroom Code: 
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Text Books: We will be using an Online Textbook and a variety of other supplemental resources. 

Each student will have access to an electronic copy of the enVision Algebra 1 Textbook to use at home. They can access 

the ebook through their DCSD Canvas Account. They will also be assigned work in Math XL which will be accessed and 

completed online through their enVision account. Any additional resources will be given to students in paper form and are 

available in pdf form on the class website. 

 

Hybrid Learning Model – Cohort A & Cohort B 

While in the classroom students will learn new concepts, will take notes, participate in exploratory learning activities, and 

collaborate with their peers. On independent study days students will reinforce their class room learning through 

assignments and activities. On Friday students will join the Google Meet classroom and will engage in online learning, 

activites and discussions with their peers. Students are expected to attend all sessions (in-person and online) attendance 

will be taken every day.  

 

Classroom Expectations – CMS SHARES: Safety, Hospitality, Accountability, Respect, Empathy, Stewardship 

Mrs. B’s 6 B’s 

• Be Present – come to class both physically and mentally (in-person and virtually) 

• Be Prompt – in your seat or in the Google Meet and ready to learn 

• Be Prepared – have all necessary materials, stay organized 

• Be Productive – utilize the entire class period for learning, be involved in class activities & discussions 

• Be Proactive – take responsibility for your success, ask for help and/or questions 

• Be Polite – respect all adults, students, and property. Use proper etiquette in all Google Meet sessions 

 

Grading 

I will follow the CMS Standards Based Grading System. Students will receive 2 grades per quarter; a content knowledge 

grade (Formal Assessments,) and a Work Habits Grade (Daily Homework, In-class Activities and Assignments, and 

SHARES Grades.) Grading Rubrics are attached and can be found on my website. 

 

Content Grade: Formative, Interim and Summative Assessments. 

Students can expect regular formative assessments that review materials learned in previous units, they act as a continued 

review of concepts throughout the year. Students can also expect interim checks and quizzes throughout each unit to 

determine their progress within that unit. Lastly, students will be given a summative assessment at the end of each unit. 

Formative assessments and quizzes are used throughout the unit to show the students progression through the material. 

Summative assessments are the most comprehensive and recent evidence of a student’s progress and make-up a very large 

part of your quarterly content knowledge grade. Just a reminder, concepts found within the homework and class 

discussions make up the content covered on the quizzes and tests – in other words, the more time spent on understanding 

the concepts covered in class and on homework, the better you will do on your quizzes and tests. They strongly impact 

each other. In addition, math concepts build upon each other, just because we are finished with a unit does not mean we 

are finished with the concepts. DO NOT FALL BEHIND – it is very difficult to catch up and be successful. 

 

Work Habits Grade: Daily Homework, Class Assignments & Activities, and SHARES. 

Your work habits grades will be graded on completion, collaboration, and neatness/organization. Assignment 

requirements – name, date, period, & assignment at the top of the page. For full credit you must show the problem & 

ALL steps/work used to solve the problem, circle/box your answer.   

 

• Daily Homework: Students can expect to have homework on a daily basis. The homework will cover materials 

discussed in class and will gauge their understanding of the concepts covered. Practice and repetition of concepts 

has been found to greatly increase a student’s comprehension of the materials and his/her ability to use the 

concepts in critical thinking to solve “real world” problems on their own.  

• In-class Activities and Assignments: We will complete in-class activities and assignments on a regular basis; 

these may be done as individuals, with partners or in small teams. Students will also receive a grade for daily 

bellwork. In the first few minutes of each class, students will be expected to complete a warm-up activity. These 

activities will often reflect material covered in the previous class or a quick refresher of concepts that have not 

been used in a while and directly reflect that day’s material. Bellwork will be collected at the end of each unit and 

will be entered as a work habits grade. 

• Unit SHARES: Students will also receive a SHARES Grade at the end of each unit – Follow Mrs. B’s 6 B’s. 

  



Excused Absences and make-up work 

Students are expected to make up any work that was missed during their absence. If you know in advanced of a planned 

absence, talk to me before leaving about the work that will be missed; waiting rooms, airports, and cars are great places to 

get work done!! Students are also expected get all missing notes, bellwork, handouts, and to complete any in-class 

activities they missed during their absence. These materials can be found on the class website or in the binder in the 

classroom. Please mark “ABSENT” on the top of your work when turning it in.  

 

Missing and Late Work 

It is important that you turn your completed assignments in on-time. Quizzes and tests are a direct reflection on the 

homework assignments and material we cover and discuss in class. Missing and late work will directly affect your work 

habits grade, and indirectly affect your content knowledge grade – lower quizzes and test scores. Please check the class 

calendar on my website for assignment information – pages, numbers, etc. The website is updated daily. Please mark 

“LATE” on the top of your work when turning it in. All work must be turned in by the end of the unit in order to 

receive credit for the assignment. 

 

Odds and Ends 

• Join your Google Classroom!! 

• No Food or Drink in Classroom, water in a closed container is OK. 

• You must ask permission to leave the room; fill out one of your hall passes, and carry the pass with you at all 

times, turn it into me when you return. 

• Behavior – I will follow CMS and DCSD policies and guidelines 

• Cell Phone Policy – The classroom is a NO PHONE ZONE, it should be powered down and left in your 

backpack. This is your first and only warning! Confiscation, parent contact, and office involvement will result. 

You may NOT use your phone for a calculator – this upholds the integrity of the work completed in class. 

• Daily Agenda – Bellwork & attendance, Homework review & questions, Presentation of new material, class 

assignment or activity, student work time. 

• Seating Chart – You will have an assigned seat, please be in your seat when the bell rings or you will be marked 

absent/late. 

• DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS. 

• GET HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT.  

• ATTEND HELP SESSIONS (VIRTUAL AND/OR IN-PERSON.) 

• SOCIAL DISTANCE, WEAR A MASK, SANITIZE REGULARLY, AND ABIDE BY CMS/DCSD/CDC 

RULES AND GUIDELINES AT ALL TIMES. 

 

Sign Below 

Please sign below, indicating that you have read and discussed the information in this letter. Please cut-off and return the 

signed portion only. The remainder of this letter should be the first thing in your class binder – use at a resource in case 

you have questions.  

 

This is your first homework assignment and will be entered as a work habits grade. Again, do not hesitate to contact me 

with any questions or concerns at aimee.belknap@dcsdk12.org  

 

 

We have read and discussed the information within this letter. 

 

Student Name_______________________________________________ Period_____________  

 

 

Student Signature _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Parent Signature________________________________________________________________ 
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CMS Standard Based Grading Rubric 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 Content Knowledge Grade/Reporting Descriptions 
Academic achievement (summative in nature) as demonstrated on formal and 

informal assessments (tests, demonstrations, presentations, reports, projects, etc.) 
 

A Exceeds measured standards/checkpoints for this grading quarter. 

 “This student has gone higher, deeper, further, etc. than the typical kid in my class.  
Evidence of learning is consistently above average (but not necessarily perfect.)” 

B Meets measured standards/checkpoints for this grading quarter. 

 “This student is achieving and progressing in the content right where I expect kids to be at 
this point in time.  All is well.” 

C Is Progressing toward measured standards/checkpoints for this grading quarter. 

 “This student is not where he/she should be at this point in time.  While I am seeing some 
level of academic achievement and growth, it is lagging behind.” 

D Does not meet measured standards/checkpoints for this grading quarter. 

 “This student is demonstrating very little mastery in the presented content at this point in 
time.  Interventions are probably necessary and recommended.” 

I Insufficient evidence at this time. 

 “I do not have enough evidence of learning (for whatever reason) to make an accurate 
evaluation of this student on this content at this point in time.  No grade assigned.” 

 

 Work Habits Grade/Reporting Descriptions 
Behavioral patterns of work ethic, responsibility, participation, homework and 

classwork that support preparation and practice for learning (formative in nature). 
 

A Habits of scholarship consistently exceed standard expectations. 

 “This student demonstrates above average responsibility, care, diligence and effort.  While 
not perfect, this student sets a positive example for other learners in the class.” 

B Habits of scholarship consistently meet standard expectations. 

 “This student generally takes care of business with only an occasional lapse in meeting 
teacher expectations for completing assignments and demonstrating strong effort.” 

C Habits of scholarship inconsistently meet standard expectations. 

 “This student frequently (but not always) fails to complete tasks or put forth sufficient effort in 
class or on assignments.  Student is currently not showing adequate habits for success.” 

U Habits of scholarship are unsatisfactory and do not meet standard expectations. 

 “This student is demonstrating willful resistance to teacher expectations in one or more of the 
areas of quality effort, classroom participation, punctuality, or productive behavior. 

 

At Cresthill we utilize “standards-referenced” reporting practices: 
 

• To communicate out the teacher’s professional judgment based on the evidence. 

• To report separately on progress/mastery of content curriculum, and on habits of scholarship. 

• That are not calculated or quantified by mathematical averages of total points. 

• That purposefully give priority to the most recent, most important, and most comprehensive 

evidence of learning during a grading period. 



What this looks like in Mrs. Belknap’s Classroom 
 

Daily Work Habit Grades 
 

+ Completes assignment: shows problem and all work. Includes Name, assignment, period, date. 

 

✓ Completes most of the assignment & shows some of the work. (approx.. 75% complete, shown  

 as a “V” in parent portal) 

 

- Incomplete (approximately 50% completed), shows little work. 

 

M Work is Missing or was less than 50% complete. 

 

C  Completed class work or activity. 

  

T Turned in 

 

E Excused or not required to complete 

 

L Turned in Late 

 

At the end of each unit a “1, 2, 3, 4” grade will be assigned for Homework, SHARES , and 

Class Work (Assignments, Activities, Bellwork, etc.).  

 
 

Content Knowledge Grades 
 

4 Student is able to use the methods and material covered to solve mathematical problems 

and in solving application based scenarios – real world problems and situations 

 

3 Student is able to use the correct methods and material covered to solve most of 

mathematical problems 

 

2 Student is able to use to some of the methods and material covered to solve of the 

mathematical problems 

 

1 Student is struggling to use the correct methods and material covered to solve problems. 

 

  

At the end of each quarter I will look at all of the 1, 2, 3, 4 grades and assign a 

final grade for work habits and content knowledge giving priority to the most 

recent, most important, and most comprehensive evidence of learning during 

a grading period. 
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